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Abstract 
F 

The geothermal indusG has shown significant intenst in case 
histories that document field production histories and demon- 
strate the techniques which work best in the characterization 
and evaluation of geothermal systems. In response to this 
interest, LBL.has devoted a significant part of its geothermal 
program to the compilation and analysis of data from U.S. and 
foreign fields (e.g., East Mesa, The Geysers. Susanville, and 
Long Valley in California; Klamath Fall in Oregon; Valles Cal- 
dera, New Mexico; Cem Rieto and Los ArufrtJ in Mexico; 
Krafla and Nesjavelli in Iceland; LarderclIo in Italy; Olkaria 
in Kenya). In each of these case studies we have been able to 
test and validate in the field or against field data, the metho- 
dology and instrumentation developed under the Reservoir 
Technology Task of the DOE Geothermal Program, and to add 
to the understanding of the characteristics and processes OCM- 
ring in geothermal resewoh. 

Case study results of the producing Cerro Pricto and OUraria 
geothermal fields an discussed in this paper. These examples 
were chosen because they illustrate the value of conceptual 
and numerical models to predict changes in reservoir condi- 
tions, reservoir processes, and well performance that accom- 
pany field exploitation, as well as to d u c e  the costs associ- 
ated with the developmnt and exploitation of gcothcsmal 
rcsoums. 

Introduction 

Geothermal research at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
(LBL), which is mainly supported by the Reservoir Technology 
Task of the DOE Geothermal Rogram, is an integrated field, 
theontical and laboratory program to develop techniques for 
characterizing and evaluating hydroth~-gcothcmal sys- 
tems. This special methodology is needed because the typical 
characteristics of geothermal systems (e.g. temperatures up to 
35O-40O0C; presence of compositional. boiling and thermal 
fronts; general fracturrd nature of the reservoir rocks) tend to 
rcnder inadequate the techniques and instrumentation used by 
the oil and gas industry, and by grou 

The LBL pro- includes a geophysical component which 
concenmtes on the development and tcsting of instrumenta- 
tion, field techniques, and data processing and interpretation. 
Another part of the program is directed toward the develop- 
ment of well testing techniques, laboratory methods and 
mathematical tools for reservoir characterization and resourcc 
evaluation. 

i 
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An important part of the geothermal activities at LBL is related 
to field case studies. Data from fields throughout the world an 
being gathered and analyzed. The main purpose of this effort 
is (1) to continue the field validation of techniques and instru- 
mmtation developed by LBL and other organizations; (2) to 
add to the understanding of the phenomena occurring in geoth- 
ermal systems in their natural and exploited state; and (3) to 
transfer to U.S. industry, and the geothermal community in 
general, proven methodology and data on the characteristics of 
Merent geothermal systems and their response to exploitation. 

Because of the need to acquire actual field data to test new 
technology and the significant intenst shown by industry (e.g. 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1988). LBL and other groups 
supported by DOE, have engaged in multidisciplinary studies 
of several US. and foreign geothermal fields. These studies 
are canicd out under either formal or informal amngements 
between DOE, the DOE contractors, and the field operators. In 
addition, the Geothermal Technology Organization, a 
DOWindustry organization set up to do cost-shared research. 
has recently begun sponsoring fiefd projects (see for example 
Maju; 1989). 

e n d  methodology utilized to study and to determine the 
future behavior of a hydrothermal system subject to different 
mervoir management plans was summarized in last year's 
Program Review (Lippmann, 1988). The purpose of this paper 
is to discuss the results of two field case histories and illustrate 
the usefulness of &Is in predicting the effects of exploita- 
tion on geothermal systems. One of the fields, Cem Rieto. 
resides in predominantiy porous sedimentary and low-grade 
metamorphic rock, while the other, Olkaria, is found in frac- 
tured volcanic rocks. Many other geothermal systems have 
been studied, but these illustrate important aspects of the tech- 
nology being developed under the DOE Geothermal Reservoir 
TcchnoIogy Task. 

Cerro Prieto, EaJa California, Mexico 

The Ccm Rieto field has been extensively studied by the 
Comisi6n Federal de Ekctricidad (CFE) of Mexico and by 
various DOE contractors and Mexican institutions participating 
in DOWCFE cooperative agreements. More than 150 deep 
wells have bccn drilled in this area. Electricity production 
began in 1973; present installed capacity is 620 MWe. The 
exploration. development and changes resulting from the 
exploitation of this liquiddominated system have &en dis- 
cussed in numerous papers and mpom: recent summaries arc 
given by Lippmann and Mafibn (1987). Lippmann et al. (1989). 
and Truesdell et al. (1989). 
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Early studies of Cem Prieto included the devdopment'of a 
conceptual model of the system, which indicated fiat fluid&- 
culation is strongly controlled by faults and lithology. under 
natural conditions. geothermal fluids tntcr the System from the 
east-southeast through a SE-dipping nonnal fault (Fault H) and 
tend to flow in a generally westward direction Fig. 1)- 
important control of fault H on hot fluid recharge is evident by 
the high production rates that axe observed in wells with optn 
intervals intersecting, or near the fault mnc. 

Geochemical and restrvoir engineering studits have esta- 
blished that under natural state conditions boilimg in Chm 
Prieto was lestricted to an area in the west whtn geothmnal 
fluids as#nded through a sandy region. from about 1600 to 
about loo0 m depth, within an impexmeable shak unit. 

In the &per beta resu~oir, which ~ x u f s  between about 1500 
and 2700 rn depth and extends over the entire field, reservoir 
boiling is restricted to the upthrown block of Fault H (Fig. 2). 
Thii has resulted in significant m i n d  deposition in and 

many of the wells, as indicated by fluid chemistry and 
by a progrrssive m s e  in their flowrates. Contrary to what 
is obsennd in the alpha resc~oir, boiling in the upthrown 
block of the beta rtscrvoir is widespread and an extensive 
two-phase zone has developed. On thc other hand, for wells 
completed in the downthrown block of Fault H, scaling occurs 
in the wellbon andor wellhead separators, indicating that in 

sin (Lippmann et d., 1989). 

Schematic flow models for the entire Cem fieto field and for 
the kta resc~oir have been dewloped (e.g., Fig. 3); the 
conesponding calculations of heat and mass flows through the 

by waters OCNs* along the Of the 1988). The fluid recharge under natunl conditions and the 
response of the system to exploitation, as well as the behavior 

describes this fluid movement was &velopcd at LBL by Half- of & h t  - of the fiel& %~ by simple 

this &per block of the beta nstrvoir boiling is not yet exten- * 

In ~ s ~ s e  to p ~ u c t i o n - i n b ~ d  bwdown* s y s m  w a  using the LBL & MULKOM (hess,  

anomaly* The h*iW1o@cal 

et (1986) on the basis of geophysi~*  thol logic and &ls. Thest h l s  also help un&rstand the p r ~ ~ s  
tempram logs* Plus mPletion data n#thO- h n g  in the field, and explain the changes observed in 
dology is being aPP1icd to geothemrat indud- wells m p l e d  in the d o u s  regions and nxrvoirs. 
ing those in the lmpcrial Valley of southern Womia. 

As a consequence of production. boiling has occurred in Cem 
Prieto. In the shallowest nsavoir (alpha rtscivoir) which is 
found between about loo0 and 1500 m depth and is restricted 
to the western region of the field, localized boiling occurs 
around somc wells and influx of colder, less saline water is 
continually incnasing. With time. the boiling zones tend to 
expand and stabdirt. The cold recharge is from the w t  and 
through a noRnal fault (Fault L) that breaches the shale layer 
that overlies the reservoir. Some wells never develop a boiling 
zone because they occur near the naturaI recharge BIW or in 
less exploited parts of the field. 

n -- .. 
I, 
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Mon sophisticated 3-D modeling efforts of Cem Rieto, based 
on the methodology described by Bodvarsson et al. (1986) and 
Lippmann (1988) axe underway. CFE and LBL engineers arc 
applying the code MULICOM to simulate field behavior and to 
denlop a reservoir management plan for this highly- 
productin system. Rcsulu of these modeling activities will be 
pnsented during the upcoming April 69,1989 DOWCFE sym- 
posium to be held in San Diego, CA. 

Figure 1. Southwest-northeast geologic cross section of the Cmo Prieto field Showing schematically the lithology, and the flow of 
geothermal fluids (after Halfman et al., 1986). 
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Figure 2. Location of Cem Prieto wells indicating mervoir 
boiling and of the fault H zone. Depth (in meters) 

arrows indicate the direction of gtothumal fluid 
flow away from fault H. The fault zone is shown 
at the beta reservoir level (from Lippmann et al., 
1989) 

to the top of the sand unit z (set Fig. 1). The 

Olkaria East, Kenya -. 

Elecaical production in the O M a  East geothermal field 
began in 1981; the present total installed capacity is 45 MWe. 
About 30 production wells have been completed in that part of 
the Olkaria field (Bodvanson et at., 1989). The modeling 
effort has reached a high degree of sophistication, because, 
compared to Cem Rieto, this field occupies a smaller area, 
has less wells and good quality field data. 

The hnt numerical study of Olkaria was Carried out in 1980, at 
a time when modcling was beginning to be accepted by tfie 
geothermal community as a useful tool for field evaluation. 
Additional studies folIowed in 1982 and 1984. In 1984 I 
detailed three-dimensional well-by-well modcl (Fig. 4) was 
developed for the O l w a  East field to determine the long-term 
electrical power production capacity of the system. The model 
was calibrated against the 1977-1983 flow rate and enthalpy 
histones of all existing wells, using porosities and permeabiii- 
ties as adjustable para mete^ The study indicated that genera- 
tion of 45 MWe was possible (Bodvarsson et al., 1987a and b); 
the code MULKOM was used in these calculations. 

After the third IS MWe power plant came on line in 1985, 
significant flow rates declines and enthalpy changes were 
observed in several wells. Production data for 1984-1987 were 
used to update the 1984 model. This new study facilitated the 
comparison between earlier predictions against o b s e d  data 
and evaluate the performance of that model (Bodvanson et al., 
1989). 

- 
D 

In order to assess the accuracy of the 1984 model predictions. 
the recent well production histories wen incorporated into the 
model and well performances were calculated. The computed 
enthalpies and mass flow rates w e n  compared against the 
obsernd well data. One of the better matches is shown in Fig- 
un 5. For , the model prtdictions matched the 
observed flo enthalpies rather poorly. However, in 
spite of these differences the steam rate at the separator, an 
important parametct for estimating the electrical power that 
can be sustained by a well. was adequately prrdicted. For 
about 75% of the wells the predictions of produced stcam rates 
and their decline with timc were rcasonably good (Bodvarsson, 
et al., 1989). 

An additional way of testing the model was to independently 
estimate the contribution of the different zones feeding the 
wells, and compare to the model values. During the early 
stages of Olkaria m&l development, the fractional flow from 
each tone was estimated from geochemical data. Later, during 
the calibration pnxcss, the estimated contributions wen 
modified to match the observed enthalpy transients. To evalu- 
ate the 1984 model, these contributions w e n  compared to 
those computed by the LBL multiple feed zone wellbore model 
(Bjornsson and Bodvarsson, 1987) that uses well completion, 
wellhead, and downhole flowing prrssun survey data as input. 
Figure 6 shows the rcsult of one of these analyses. A generally 
good agreement was found between the relative contribution 
given by the 3-D &I and the wellbore model for most wells 
(Bodvanson, et at., 1989). 

Even though the predicted performances of Olkaria wells wen 
reasonably accurate. the 3-D modcl needed to be modified 
somewhat to irnpmvc the matches for about 25% of the wells. 
Little changes in penncability and productivity indices wen 
required The main adjustment was to incrcase the average 
porosity of the liquiddominated zone underlying the steam 
zone from 2 to 4%. Bodvanson et al. (1989) believe that this 
change is dated to the use of a porous medium model to study 
a complex fracturcd system (further discussions of this issue 
81t given in the referenced paper). They also found that the 
enthalpies of most wells arc controlled by fluids recharging the 
wellfitld. The higher porosity (4%) seemed to provide the 
proper enthalpy of the recharge fluids. 

This simulation study on Olkaria East is 
the fitst, in the open-file literature to document the inherent 
soundness pf g t o t h d  wellfield behavior predictions based 
on numerical modcls. 

Impact of modeling studies on the cost of geothermal 
power 

A significant cost of a geothermal project is associated with 
drilling exploration and development wells. Obviously, reser- 
voir modeling studies cannot reduce the cost of equipment and 
materials used in this phase of a project. However, develop- 
ment of a conceptual model of a given geothermal system and 
numerical simulations studies to evaluate the effects of 
diffint productiodijection well patterns and reservoir 
management plans kcome a vay cost-effective tool once 
enough wells an completed and tested. 
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(c) Assumed exploitation regime. 
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1989). 
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The availability of a realistic conceptual model of a geother- 
mal system helps the field developer/opcrator in targeting new 
exploration or development wells. By knowing the general 
location of the recharge and discharge arcas, and approximate 
temperatun distributions and depths of the reservoirs or main 
fluid-carrying fractures, the probability of drilling successful 
wells will be significantly increased. One will be able to locate 
and design the completion of new wells with mort confidence. 
Reducing the number of dryhnpmductive wells reduces 
significantly the overall cost of the project. 

As is the case for oil, gas and groundwater systems, numerical 
simulation studies help in the design of reservoir management 

+plans that maximize the total energy extracted from the 
fesource and extend the commercial life of the field. In the 
'case of Ollcaria Bodvarsson et d.(1987b) analyzed a number 
of reservoir development schemes to study (1) the effects of 
diffennt well spacingddensities on well deliverabilities; (2) the 
total power production that could be sustained during a 30 year 
Puiod; and (3) the impact of injection on well performance 
and reservoir depletion. For example, their study showed that 
injection would have a beneficial effect by sustaining the steam 

0 a5 , flow rates of the wells, thus reducing the number of make-up 
wells ntcdcd in the fuhm. Just the money saved in drilling 
one kss well. handsomely justifies the cost of a sophisticated 
simulation studies l i e  the ones which were canid out to 
analyze the Ollcaria East field. 

J 
Scar8 tkml 

Figure 4. Plan view of the computational grid used in 
modeling the Olkaria East geothermal field (from 
Bodvarsson et al.. 1987a). 
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In spite of the shortcomt 'ngs that art still inhennt in the exist- 
ing methodology and technology. the geothermal industry has 
began using some of the approaches and models developed 
under the DOE Ckothennal Restrvoir Technology Task. As 
more individuals in industry become familii with the research 
results of DOE-supportcd groups, the transfer of technology 
between these groups and the geothermal industry Gill be fas- 
ter and more effective. Cooperative projects between DOE and 
industry, such as those funded by the Geothermal Technology 
Organization, have increased this technology transfer and the 
application of DOE-funded technology to hydrothermal sys- 
tems under evaluation and/or exploitation. 
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